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H→ττ from Run-1 
Higgs Yukawa coupling is a 

crucial part in the SM. 
Direct search for Hττ decay 
will confirm it is a SM Higgs 
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Gluon-gluon Fusion Vector-Boson Fusion 

Leptonic and hadronic decays of taus 
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The combined fitted signal 
Strength: 
 
 
This corresponds to 4.5σ for 125  
GeV (3.4σ expected) 
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Run-2 event preselection 

•  Different numbers of light and tauhad leptons in each final state 
•  Harder MET cut in tauleptaulep to suppress Z→ll for same-flavor 
•  Jet pt cut: all three final states target at VBF and Boosted Higgs 
•  Increased jet pt cut for tauhadtauhad : 2016 trigger requirement 
•  B-veto: effective to remove top background for tauleptaulep and tauleptauhad 
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Signal regions 

•  Two categories are separately defined to probe different Higgs productions 
Ø  VBF: two tagging jets from Vector-Boson-Fusion (VBF) in the forward 

region, but up to 30% from gluon-gluon-fusion (ggH) 
Ø  Boosted: mainly high pt Higgs from ggH, but also 10-20% from VBF and 

VH 
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Signal regions and control regions 

•  Six CRs to constrain major backgrounds (top and Z→ll) for tauleptaulep and 
tauleptauhad 

•  One Z→ττ norm factor for VBF and Boosted each 
•  Fake norm in the two categories for tauhadtauhad correlated 
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MMC mass 

•  Separate Z boson and Higgs peaks by MMC ditau 
mass 

•  MMC reconstruction: scan in the allowed phase space 
region (missing energy, angles...) for the most likely 
solutions that are consistent with the kinematics of tau 
decays 

•  Same variable as in Run 1 analysis, retuned for Run 2 
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Signal and background compositions 

tauleptauhad tauleptaulep 

tauhadtauhad 
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Z→ττ validation 

•  Define validation regions with high purity in Z→ll events and similar kinematics 
as Z→ττ 

•  Based on SF tauleptaulep selection with dropped MET cuts and inverted m(ll) 
cuts 

•  Good modeling in variables that define the categories and signal regions 
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Top and Z→ll CRs 

•  Define control regions with high purity in Z→ll (invert m ll cut) and top (invert b-
veto) 

•  check MMC shape modeling & constrain the normalization using data 
•  Observe good modeling (stat. and sys. errors indicated by hatched band) 
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Fake estimation for tauleptaulep	  
Four different regions are defined for the fake estimation (ABCD method): 

Transfer factor Transfer factor 

SR 

•  OS/SS : same-sign/opposite-sign leptons 
•  Nominal: both leptons are isolated (Gradient) and pass Medium 
•  Fake CR: anti-isolation (harder for SF) for the subleading lepton, and also Loose ID in 

the case of electrons 

§  Fake lepton background is about 10% of the total background 
§  Get the fake transfer factor from SS and apply to OS, which are propagated 

down the cut flow and to all the SRs (normalization) 
§  Transfer factors are split in flavor, trigger and b-veto/b-tag bins  
§  SS is also used to derive the systematic uncertainties in SRs 
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Fake estimation for tauleptauhad and tauhadtauhad	  
	  About 33% of total background 

Using “Fake Factor” method: 
 
 
Estimate F(Ntrk,pT) in W+jets and QCD 
CRs 
 

 
W+jets CR: invert mT cut 
QCD CR: invert lepton isolation 
RQCD: estimated from data 

Use SS for closure 

About 40% of total background 
 
Get template events from SS, also  
include events with 2-track taus 
 
Reweighted in Δφ(τ,τ) to improve MMC 
modeling at low mass 

Reweighting derived in events 
where subleading tau fails tight ID 

 

tauhadtauhad tauleptauhad 
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Systema.c	  Uncertain.es	  

•  JER and MET soft shifted and 
constrained due to their 
correlation with the MMC 
reconstruction 

•  The constraints come from the 
Z→ττ peak 
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Pos6it	  yeilds	  

tauleptauhad 

tauleptaulep 

tauhadtauhad 
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SR	  distribu.ons	  (VBF)	  

•  MMC in the same binning as used in the fit 
•  Data well modeled by signal+background 
•  Signal scaled to observed cross section (1.08 of SM) 
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SR	  distribu.ons	  (Boosted)	  

Boosted contributes roughly the same sensitivity as the VBF category 
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Fit	  results	  

Fitted: σggH = 3.0±1.0(stat)−1.2
+1.6 (sys)

σVBF = 0.28± 0.09(stat)−0.09
+0.11 (sys)

    SM: σggH
SM = 3.05± 0.13

σVBF
SM = 0.237± 0.006

pb 

pb 

pb 

pb 
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Summary	  

Established H→ττ events at 4.4σ (expected at 4.1σ) with Run-2. 
 
When combined with Run-1, observed significance is 6.4σ 
（expected 5.4σ）. First observation of SM H→ττ in a single LHC 
experiment 
 
Measured cross sections consistent with SM predictions 

•  Constraints on VBF coupling similar to Run 1 
•  Constraints on ggF coupling improved by factor ~2 
 

Reference: 
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2018-021 
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